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Discussed is the way in which even though Pascal is used for
teaching programming. it is unsuitable as a tool for the development ot
algorithms (as a human thought process) because of the burden of syn-
tactic detail imposed upon the programmer. Consequently. educators
sometimes introduce a pseudo-code in which to derive ana express
algorithms. Such a notation is free of any syntactic detail. but ,s unfor-
tunately tree of any rigorous semantics definition, with consequent
problems in using it to devise and define algorithms.
An attempt is made to provide a technical solution to the problem oy
prOViding a less obtrusive syntax for Pascal semantics. prOViding a vehi-
cle for expression based on a set of well-defined constructs out tree at
the superfluous notational detail that afflicts Pascal programs.
The results ot the attempt are assessed. and consiaeratlon given to
implementation issues.
Keywords: Structured Programming. Pascal. Education.
CR Categories: 1.5.4.12. 4.20.
A Rational Pascal
Paul A. Bailes





The Pascal language (Jensen & Wirth. 1974) is strongly promotea as a vehicle for
introauctory programming teaching. yet in spite of its aavantages (Welsh .Sneeringer
ana Hoare. 1977) over the "competition" (including FORTRAN, PUI. BASIC. Algol-60,
COBOL and Algol-68) it eXhibits severe deficiencies in this regard.
This is brought out by an analysis of the programming process. particularly in an edu-
cational situation where the detail and separateness of a variety of concerns should be
maae obvious. The particular matter that concerns us is the distinction between what
can be called the design of an algorithm and its Implementation in a particular pro-
grammlng language.
By design, we mean the way in which (in this setting) an algorithm is specified oy a
sequence of refinements of abstractions (according to the "top-down" design metho-
aology (Wirth. 1971» and the composition of the abstractions by way of the mechan-
isms of Structured Programming <Dahl. Dijkstra and Hoare. 1972) namely repetition.
selection and sequencing but without reference to particular features (read "restric-
lions"). both syntactic and semantic. imposed by particular languages. An example of
a syntactiC restriction in Pascal is the compulsory placement of a semicolon character
(. ;') between eaCh statement an example of a semantic restriction being the fact that
functions may only return simple (non-structured) results. Implementation refers to me
coding of an appropriate design into a Chosen language. in the process of which such
relatively low-level details may be given anention.
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The advantage of this separation of concerns is that the significant intellectual effort
(algorithm design) has been simplified by the removal of this detail. The disa-dvantage.
however. is that the language in which this significant discourse takes place IS not
well-defined. For example. a practice familiar to us involves the introduction of a
"pseudo-code" for algorithm development combining the above-mentioned structured
constructs with the implied characteristics of a von Neumann machine and miscel-
laneous conditions and operations expressed in English. When these conditions and
operations are not seen to have a clear implementation in a programming ianguage
(e.g. Pascal>. they may be subject to a further process of explication. For example. let
us consider the design of an algorithm to compute the gcd of each of a list of pairs of
numbers:
gcd of pairs =
whHe pairs left do
read a pair
compute gcd of pair
print it
In this particular format, the first line provides a title for the algorithm (by which name
it may be referred to at some "higher level" 01 a larger design process); the secono
signifies iteration of the next three lines (grouped by common indentation) as long as
an Input data element (a number-pair) is available; while these three (iterateO) lines
perform the indicated functions.
Now "read a pair" and ·print it" seem at first glance to require no further expanSion. so
we shall deal with the historically non-trivial "compute gcd of pair";
compute gcd of pair =
while first element of pair 0 second element of pair do
if second element> first element then
swap them
set first element to first element minus second element
result is first element
Educationally. expansion of "swap them" would depend upon the state of advancement
of the class: at an early stage of development; it would be an ideal candidate; but
perhaps by even the "gcd" level, it may be assumed to be sufficiently primitive. While
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tnere are a number of "loose ends" such as the association between tne "it" in ·print
it" and the "result" determined in the expansion of "gcd". it IS felt that a reasonable
understanding of the English language allows for the unambiguity necessary to call
tne above an algorithm. the following Pascal procedure being trivially derived:
procedure gCd_oCpairs;
var pairl. (* first element "')
pair2. (* second element X)
tmp: integer; ('" temporary for swap; all integers X)
begin
while not eof do
begin
read(pairl.pair2); ('" read a pair X)
while pairl 0 palr2 do (* composite gcd of pair "')
begin
.if pair2 > pairl then
begin









Note how (at least potential) abstractions "compute gcd of pair" and "swap them" have
been expanded in-line. but could have been made into procedures to make the top-
down development of the algorithm more apparent in the program. Also to be noteO
are
(j) tne assumption of the roles of "result" and "it" by "pairl"
(ii) tne general profusion of (mostly syntactical) detail: semicolons. begin ... end
pairs. particular symbols for certain operations.
In spite of this encouraging experience. there is still cause for concern regarding
ta) how introductory students react to performing algorithm design in an only tntUl-
tively defined language. and
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(b) the trend toward formality in algorithm design propounded by suCh as Dijkstra
(1976) and Gries (1981>. a formality only enjoyable in the context of a well-
defined language of discourse.
To understand the first requires one to put oneself in the position of a "new" student.
totally unfamiliar with computers. programming languages and the design of algo-
rithms. There is no particular reason to suggest that natural language (the basis of
rne pseudo-code) should be of any benefit in the design of algorithms. The general
argument rnat as people are familiar with using natural language. rney should then
design algorithms using such a familiar language would seem to presuppose a Delief
mat as natural language. reflecting human thought processes. is suitable tor writing
algorithms. then natural languages were the product of algorithmic thought processes.
Our admittedly limited acquaintance with anthropology not withstanding. it does appear
rnat the development of highly organised societies requiring the execution of certain
processes (as defined by well-designed algorithms) post-dates the "invention" of
natural language. so that the influence of algorithmic concepts on such development
is negligible. Consequently. natural language cannot be accepted. ipso facto. as the
most suitable algorithmic language.
Granted. the described pseudo-language incorporates some well-defined concepts
(those for Structured Programming) but experience shows they tend to become "SUb-
merged" by the use of natural language to describe operations and conditions. whIch
to the uninformed are neither unambiguously defined nor in any sense "primitive".
Furthermore. having developed such an "algorithm". the (student> programmer is now
faced with a tedious error-prone "coding" exercise (into the language of choice).
A SOLUTION
Fortunately. the doctrine of top-down development provides a way of unifying the for-
mality of a programming language with the creatiVity-inspiring freedom of natural
language. by simply allowing the English-language description of a condition or
-5-
operation to act as the name of a procedure or function awaiting further definition.
The process of algorithm design ultimately must rest on the properties of the chosen
programming language. supplying the necessary direction of purpose lurking behind
the informal approach. and supplying the formality needed tor the various
verification/synthesis schemes referred to. Furthermore. at any stage in the top-aown
aevelopment. expansion of a "sub-program" (so-called) may be defined. but stlll leav-
ing a valid program fragment. Note that we are explicitly acceptmg the basic opera-
tions and data types of a chosen language.
Unfortunately. having established the virtue of semantic detail. for the purposes of
providing much-needed ultimate formality. we see that the syntax used for an exercise
of the above kind brings with itself its own problems - those of totallyirreievant detail.
As pointed out by Dijkstra (1976) and Hoare (1981), the language used to solve the
prOblem becomes part of the problem.
We therefore embark upon a language design experiment aimed at capturing a well-
aefined semantics in an environment of minimal syntactic interference. Because we
wish to Clearly limit the scope of this exercise. and so avoid a necessarily lengthy
aevelopment of. say. theories of language design and programming education. we
Choose to accept without question the semantics of a particular existing language. to
wit. Pascal. This choice is made because
(a) its semantics are both well-known and closely correspond to the characteristics
of the von Neumann machine implied by the pseudo-codes which inspired thiS
exerCise (Le. data types and control constructs)
(b) it IS itself a popular teaching language. and our experiment can be seen as a
contribution to the development of Pascal culture.
What are the problems. then. with the syntax used to express these desirable seman-
tiCS? We initially re-state the general criticism levelled by Habermann (1973) that for a
teaChing language. requiring much "kindness" to its users. the design goals of Pascal
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including efficiency at both compilation and execution time of Pascal programs woulO
seem to be contradictory to this need. An example of a semantic restriction inspired by
the need for execution-time efficiency is the common restriction on set type sizes. but
as we nave chosen to accept a language's (in this case. Pascal's> semantics, such
issues will be here ignored. Examples of syntactic restriction brought about by tne
neeO for compile-time efficiency are now dlscusseo.
We identify the following items:
(j) The placement of semicolons is the cause for considerable confusion amongst
students not familiar with the properties of context-free grammars and the for-
mal syntactic definition of Pascal. Attempts (by Instructors) to take advantage of
the presence of the "empty statement" in the Pascal syntax to present the seml-
colon as a simple statement terminator (rather than the more conceptually












in which the empty statement is separated from 83 by';' and IS followed by end.
are doomed to failure in the context of
if C then 81 else 82
becoming
if C then 81; else 82;
which is syntactically incorrect.
Simple removal of the semicolon from the language would altogether remove
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this irritation. We dispose of the alleged advantages of the semicolon. tnat it aids
comprehension and compilation as follows. The case for the semIcolon aiding
legibility only holds true if more than one statement appears on a line. which
rarely occurs. which we propose is bad style in any case. ana even if it does
occur. legibility is more aided by judicious spacing than by an intrusive semi-
colon.
With regard to compilation. removal of the semicolon removes the LL (or one-
character look-ahead) property found so desirable by Wirth. but the resultant
language is stili LRO) (Knuth. 1965). In view of the prevalence of the LA parser rn
contemporary compiler technology (Aho and Ullman. 1977). we see that abolisn-
ing the semicolon and other delimiters generally is no great loss.
(li) The program heading contributes no meaningful information to the program.
represents a further opportunity for syntactic error. and should be removed.
(iii) So should the terminating period.
(iv) Declarations contain "noise words H such as canst. while the relevant information
can often be determined from the context e.g. given as a declaration
size =5
it is clear that a constant definition is indIcated: to say
const size = 5
contributes nothing. Admittedly. the canst keyword plays a role in the establisn-
ment of a declarative context (as do type. var. procedure. function and label),
so we shall endeavour to find a simpler way of establishing this context.
tv) In company with (iv), declarations perform a single purpose - the binding of
names to entities. be they values (for constants) or functions. In the spirit of the
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principles of correspondence and abstraction (Tennent. 1977) (shown to be fUlly
observable by Pascal only by dint of significant semantic extension), a single
name-entity binding syntax should be introduced.
(vi) The process of top-down development involves the identification of abstractions
by their uses prior to their expansions or definitions. The exigencies of one-
pass compilation (for "efficiency") adopted by Pascal forbid the expression of an
algorithm in this natural way. Particular details are the necessity (on occasion)
for forward declarations for procedures and functions. and the careful ordering
of type.declarations.
It is now our task to synthesise a language design to avoid these problems.
DESIGN DETAILS.
We present a more rational syntax for Pascal semantics tl1an that provided by Pascal
itself. The metalanguage is a simple variant of ·standard" context-free notation (BNF







the symbol -) is used for production
the symbol I is used for alternation
the empty symbol (or simple juxtaposition) denotes concatenation
[Xl means X is optional
+ '
X means X occurs one or more times
'" +X means (X J (Kleene Star)
The precedence of operations is (highest to lowest): concatenation; alternation;





'"program -) statement declaration
A program is a statement followed by a (possibly empty> list of declaratIons. the scope





A statement is either a selection_statement (structured selectionJ. a
repetition_statement (structured repetition) or a list of basic_statements (structurea
sequencing). The non-emptiness of the latter involves no semantiC problems because











A conditional_statement is. essentially. an ordered list of guarded_statements. sucn
tnat the first expression (as defined by the above syntax) in that list evaluating to true.
ratner than false. implies execution of the corresponding basic_statement. If none
SUCh does. and the els8 part is present. then that basic_statement is executea. The
guarded_statement is introduced as a purely syntactic phenomenon. no relationsnip
with some more sophisticated semantics <Dijkstra. 1976) being implied. Given that E
denotes an expression and B a basic_statement. a transformation T from this









if HE) then HB}
else
if T<E) then HB}
else HB)






case_Dranch -> constant+ : basic_statement
A case_statement is an ordered list of case_branches. perhaps followed by an else
part. The expression is evaluated. and for the first constant in the list of
case_Oranches equal to It. its corresponding basic_statement is executed. If none
does. and the else part is present. then its basic_statement is executed. otherwIse
nothing happens (equivalent to skip. see below). In terms of the translation T. and
given that C is a constant. the fragment
case E
C ... C: B





HC), ... ,HC) : HB);
Tee>, ....Tee) : T (B) ;
others: T(B)
end
where the application of T to a constant is yet to be defined. and assuming tor the pur-
poses of exposition the availability. as in some implementations of Pascal (e.g. that for













for variable := expression (to : downto) expression
basic_statement
















(reflecting the syntactic economy of the Pascal repeat construcO
(c)
for V := HE) to T(E)
HB)
becomes








A basic_statement is one of a selection ot primitive constructs; assignmenLstatement
(procedure) call (both explained later); return expression. denoting the result of a
function invocation (see below); skip the null statement; and abort. execution of whiCh
terminates program execution.
assIgnmenCstatement -) variable ;= expressiOn
The value of an expression may be assigned to a variable Just as in Pascal.
call -) identifier C( actuaLparameteT+ ) )
A <procedure) call (also. a function caW comprises an identifier (to iOentify the
proceaure/function being invoked>. and (optionally) a list of actual_parameters
enClosed by parentheses.
actuaLparameter -) variable I expression
An actual_parameter can be either a variable 01 expression depending on whether or
not it corresponds to a variable or value formaLparameter. For an example
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sort ( a b)
applies procedure (or function) sort to arguments a. b. Note the omission of a comma
separating a. b. Because of the intuitive nature of these concepts. as well as skip and
abort. no transformation into Pascal for definitional purposes is given (but see
IMPLEMENTATION below), The mechanism for returning a value from a function mvo-










The entity to which a name (or names) is bound by a simple-declaration may be either
a constant. a type. or a variable of an Indicated type. Given that T denotes a type (C a





name:: array (1 .. 10] of char
end





age: l .. limit;




Note that the binding at a name to a record element e.g.
age:: '1 "limIt
does not require tne use of the var keyword because ttlat name can only be bound to
Cl/2naDle (element 01 a pm'licuiar record),
:wnpte ..JunctlOrl .j
narne ( ( formal_pararneter_~speCificatlont ) J : type -'"
e)(prosslon
+
IOnnalj)drameter.~.speclfication ._) name 0; parameter_J\lr1d type
paraI'I'1Hter.J<ina -.1 var ivai
proceOUI'EI _.>
name l ( formal_.parameter._specltic8tlon -+ ) J::: (
prJgram
IUnClton
name [ (rorrnal._.parameter._speClficallon+ J j , type ;..
progi'i1IH
1\ slrnpld function repre:;ents me binding of tile glvI9n name to a iunctlon whose bOdy
I~; trl8 expression In wl'llen tl18 names declared as parameters HI mE!
formal._.pararneu;;r..speCliication are bound. A pruceClure or tunctlOt) liKeWJSe cJellnos a
proceClure or i::l lunCilOn 'Nllm,e body is the program, the essential difference oetween
(f',:j bOdy 01 a lunctlOn or a prOCfj(jure being determined by wtlether or nOl the syntact,-·
c. ;fly IdSi staternenllS) executed 'oy tt18 (sub",) program IS lare) a return staternenHi:;L
;. ICmniJ! pardrneter..speCil'lcatlon declares as d tormal parameter (/'Ie vanatlle
IJamel") Of !tJe glVf:.)li type, U::,lflY keywords var and val to distingUish between vanabie
anU/illue parameler~; As usual, we present a cOde fragment and its tranSlatiOn:
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square<x=val integer):integer =x·x





























Note that the call of a procedure in our new notation differs to no great extent from that
Of Pascal.
Terms referred to but not defined (e.g. constant. expression) may Oe assumeO to De
identical to the corresponding Pascal phenomena <e.g. T<E) => E). noting the detail




We reiterate the motivating principle - to produce a language embodying the semantic
features of Pascal but with a less obtrusive syntax. perhaps at the expense of efficient
compilation. It is with respect to this that the various technical features of, and deci-
sions embodied in, the design are to be assessed.
The various unnecessary delimiter characters and related phenomena criticized ear-
lier have been removed. including the commas separating names in variable declara-
tions and parameter lists. The LISP (McCarthy. 1960) experience shows that thiS par-
lIcular aetail can be dispensed with comfortably.
Unfortunately. there is an area of the language where some notIon of delimiting is
reqUired. When a context-free grammar embodies (directly or indirectly) rules of tne
torm
:It
P -) B 0
0-) N P
an ambigUity is introduced. exemplified by the sentence
BNBNB




In the case of our syntax. P corresponds to program. B to basic_statement (a terminal
symDol for the purposes of this discussion) D to a declaratjon (of a procedure or tunc-
tion) and N to the name declared by a declaration. The ambiguity may be removeo by
the introduction of delimiters around the recursion. say
lit
P -> B 0
o -} N { P}





Now. our desire for unobtrusive syntax has been motivated by the possibility of for-
malising the pseudo-code used to develop algorithms. in whiCh the delimiting process
is carried out by relative indentation. and which is adapted by ·pretty printing" pro-
grams for various ·structured" languages (Pascal and C included), There has been
proposeo a scheme cast in the mould of a variation to Pascal in WhIch the begin end
delimiter pairs of that language are replaced by indentation (Rose and Welsh. 1980
but which for practical use requires some form of "smart" editor or program-entry sys-
tern. Because we wish our product to be available in a "low-tech" manner. we have
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avoided this solution and opted for an explicit delimiter pair: { ... }. The unobtrusiveness
of this form. together with a stylistic discipline of associating with it indentation should
help to overcome the failure to fully meet our goal.
This slight disadvantage has been mitigated even further by the removal of a related
recursive component of Pascal syntax. the compound or nested statement (or bloCk In
Algol-60 terminology>' In our language. a program can generate only. say. a
sequence of basic_statements. none of which can directly be expressed in terms Of
some (other} form of composition (sequencing again. or selection or repetition} but
must be expressed via a (procedure) call and its declaration to the associated pro-
gram. Methodological issues came into play here. it being our policy to enforce such
Oisciplines as present themselves by way of purely syntactic manipulation. The value 01
structureo programming is in the way in which separate program components can be
unoerstood in isolation. This logical isolation is. we suggest. aided by textual isolatIon.
Furthermore. understanding of a phenomenon is retained by the association with it of
some outstanding "key". for which we propose a meaningful. descriptive identifier.
Thus. in reading a program in our syntax top-down. one comes across a meaningful
identifier in its use. but whose name (and possibly context) would provide clues to its
oefinition. In a bottom-up scan. the definition is reinforced by the meaningful name.
(Note that. unlike Pascal. the words top-down· and bottom-up here refer to both the
physical and logical aspects of program understanding). It is important to realise that
we are not simply just re-hashing the usual arguments for using well-chosen names
in programs. but are proposing a discipline supporting the structurea programming
doctrine of understanding programs one portion at a time. Given that a
basic_statement represents some intuitively-understOOd concept (be it because it is
an inherently primitive operation such as an assignment statement or because it is a
call of a procedure with the process of intuition as suggested above). it is susceptible
to only one form of Structured composition (repetition. selectlon.sequencing) before
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peing g....en an intuitive handle (a name) as a prelude to the understanding of compo-
~jtions in which it is used.
The syntax for declarations has been chosen to reflect the simple name-entity binding
~rat so takes place. in the manner we believe pseudo-codes tend to adopt. The slmpli-.
Oity of the syntax tendS to obey th>3 principles of Abstraction and Correspondence.
Pragmatically. It is felt that the class of entity bound to a name is clear tromtha
Hexpressionn on the "right-hand-side" of the deClaration.
The keyword val was added to tormal_parametecspecifications because of the
apparent confusion caused to students by the default pertaining to the omission of var.
In a "strongly-typed" environment. compulsion to specify Clearly tne nature of a
parameter ShoulQ find sympathy.
The simp_functiQ(LOeclaration is inclUded iO overcome the Pascal
:"- . ~




idiom to implement a parameterised expresl?ion to give
X( args } ; tYPe =expression
It is necessary to even in this simple case 9istinguish between var ana val parameters
because the expression (bOdy) may involve a call to a tunction Which is capaole ot
altering one (or more) ot its possibly var parameters. ·It wlll be observed that me
parameters used ina procedure or a tunction are declared at the head of the pro-
ceOure or tunction and not after their use in it. This is so because. like the type of a
function. they are part of its interface with the environment at its use. and ·50 must De




On the large scale of language design and programming methodology Issues. notable
IS our omission of any reference to data abstraction or information hiding mechan-
isms. given that the unspoken norm of language rationalisation exercises such as that
which we have effectively carried out is to provide a new "feature" hitherto unavailable
in the rationalised language and that the named facilities are noticeably mlssrng trom
Pascal. Our justification is our self-imposed restriction to maintaining the semantIC
basis of the Pascal language. and that an acceptable (to our standardS) treatment of
data abstraction could not be carried out in that restricted framework. In fact. the work
of Tennent (977) commented on by Berry (1981) indicates the necessity for an
environment as rich as Algol-68. which would seem teChnically unacceptable. Our
own particular hypothesis is that the compleXity of Algol-68 in its attempt at generality
ana uniformity IS merely a reflection of the compleXity of the von Neumann model (as
argued by Backus (978)). At any rate. the topic of data abstractIon has been deemed
outside the scope of this discussion.
The omission of functions and procedures as parameters IS justified on two grounds.
Firstly. the sort of general abstraction capability hinted at by this facility far exceeds
me normal run of Pascal semantics. so we aim for a consistent set ot abstraction
tools. In view of Backus' criticisms (Backus. 1978) of the general abstraction facilities
of the lambda-calculus <Church. 1941)~ our restriction to simple abstractIon of data.
and not operations seems at least justifiable. Secondly. at an Introductory level. the
idea of a procedure or a function as a function in its own right which can be
abstracted out ot another is perhaps too subtle. Certainly. the syntax of Pascal. WhiCh
we have rationalised. discourages any such line of thought.
Finally. the omission of the goto statement is because its use directly contradicts the
top,..down. structured programming methodology supported by this language.
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IMPLEMENTATION.
The use of Pascal itself to specify the semantics of our language suggests an lOit.al
implementation strategy of translation into Pascal (as with the rational FORTRAN. Rat-
tor (Kernighan. 1975) being implementea by preprocessIng rnto FORTRAN>' The
advantage of such an approach is the simplicity of the tranSlation. The disadvantages
are
(a) there is an added cost of translating the resulting Pascal COde
(b) reliance on a simple translation means that compile-time semantic errors will not
be detected until the resulting Pascal program is analysed by a translator. and
without some eHort in this regard. error diagnostics <as with any run-time aiag-
nostICS) will be expressed in terms of this program. not in terms of trle initial
"Ratpas· (?) program seen by the programmer.
That is to say. the best implementation. partiCUlarly for teaching purposes is a aeaj-
cated one.
Nevertheless. if problem <b) can be overcome. there are merits in prOdUCing a quick
Implementation <e.g for experiments with the new language); a general solut,on to the
prOblem IS indicated by the way in which the C language (Kernighan ana RitChie. 1978)
allows line-number assertions so that C programs produced by pre-processors <e.g.
Yacc <Johnson. 1978» may generate line-numbered diagnostics with reference to the
Original program.
The first Issue of the translation <T above) is the insertion or replacement of delimiters.
whiCh IS clearly trivial. Of more Significance is the re-ordering of deClaratIons. Our
'"program declaration
has to be expressed in PaSCal as
,.
declaration block
ana tor the list Of declarations. the correct ordering of the sorts of declaration (con-
stants. types. variables. procedures and functions (no labelsl) and of the ,declarations
- 22-
of each sort must be achieved. We observe that in Pascal. declarations of eaCh son
can only depend on a "preceding" sort (e.g. a variable declaratton will refer to a type.
whereas a type declaration cannot refer to a variable) except for type and procedure
or function declarations. whIch can access entities of the same sort declared in tne
same set of declarations. We construct a dependency graph for
(a) types. and
(bJ procedures or functions
If a cycle IS found to exist. then in case (b> a forward declaration is made (assuming
our Pascal implementation supports them); in case (a) we determine whether or not it
involves the single allowed form of forward reference (to a pointer of the type's oase
type); if not. then we must report an error.


































Tl =arrayll .. lOJ of T2
T2::: Tl
is detected as erroneous.
- 23-
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Our liberal use of long identifiers using an underscore C'_') for legibility results in the
necessity for renaming them to some standard <e.g NOOOOl etc...).
The return statement is implemented by assignment to the associated function name;
skip by a call to a predefined inserted no-op procedure; abort is effectea by a jump to
an inserted terminating label.
DETAILED EXAMPLE.
The problem is to read a list of not more than 1000 numbers and output them in
ascenaing order.













for i := 1 to numbers_reaa
seleccsmallesCfrom (I)
i =var numrange
seleccsmallesCfrom (base = val minrange) = (
m := index_oCsmallesCfrom (base)
writeln (tableCm])
lableCmJ := tableCbase)
m = var minrange
index_oCsmallesCfrom (base = val minrangeJ : integer =(
if base = numbers_read
return base
else
return tescoase (index_oCsmallesCfrom (base+ 1»









table = var array[minrangel of integer
numbers_read = var O.. limit
- 26-
A corresponding Pascal program (ignoring limits on identifier sizes) is
- 27-
program example (input. output);
const limit =1000;
type minrange = l .. limit;
var numbers_read: O.. lImit;




numbers_'eft := not e01
end;
procedure selecCsmallesCfrom (base: minrange>;
var m : minrange;
function index_oCsmallesCfrom (base: minrange) : integer;
var index: minrange;
begm




index := index_oCsmallesCfrom (base+ 1);


















for i := 1 to numbers_read do
seleccsmallesCfrom (j)
ena.
Note tnat because. as Hanson <1981> points out. Mreal" programs are not usually
- 28-
displayed in a variety of fonts, we have presented these programs in a corresponding
manner for comparative purposes.
CONCLUSIONS
The advantages of our rationalisation are as follows;
(a) we have succeeded in removing the unnecessary syntactic detail that inhibits the
top-Oown development of an algorithm in Pascal (an important aspect of which
was the need to write down declarations and specifications prior to the discovery
of the need for them, in contradiction of the top-down approach)
(b) the tree-structured record of top-down development is retaineO in the program
text. with procedure and function names clearly identifying the nodes of the tree.
this discipline being enforced.
The possible disadvantage. the removal of helpful delimiters and keyworOs, is coun-
tereO by the awareness that the prominence of keywords in published algorithms anO
programs is not enjoyed in a practical environment where bOld typefaces are not avail-
aOle, and that indentation, which we advocate. is a better visual aid to program struc-
rure.
We conclude that it is possible to express the semantics of Pascal sans excessive syn-
tactiC detail. and that by virtue of the improvements made. the process of algorithm
development can be carried out, in the environment of a well-defineO language.
without reference to necessarily III-defined pseudo-codes.
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